LITTLE MARY SUNSHINE

STUDENTS HONORED

MEMBERS OF PHI THETA KAPPA were honored at an initiation dinner on November 15. Members of the initiation dinner on December 6. To be eligible for the national junior faculty and administration Kappa were honored at an event for the national junior class. Students must maintain an average of 3.0 or better for two consecutive semesters.

Pictured are (seated, left to right): Mary Jane Basil, Karyn Logan, Heidi Pisz, Marian Snead, Jenison, Susie Horn, Candy Coppeg, Debbie Moretti, Anna-Maria Antoni.

WINTERIM

Classes for the Winterim are still open. Those who wish to attend can pick up registration forms from Mrs. Whillock in the Records Office. Winterim classes begin January 3rd and continue through to January 35. If you believe that you are doing poorly in a subject, look at the grade received when you got home. Then if you did fail you can still come to the Winterim. So far 36 have registered.

Marymount's course offerings will include: Philosophy of Love, Women in Literature, College English I, Speech Communication, Typewriting-Beginning and Advanced, Fine Arts, Ceramics, Pottery and Art for the Beginner (Lab Fee $7.50), and Studio Work by Guest Lecturer.

Each course will be given if there is a sufficient number of registrations.

Ron Falzone never had it so good.

As my first semester at Marymount College draws to a close, I feel it is appropriate to reflect on some of my thoughts about the school and offer them as an end of the year reflection.

If I were playing a word association game and someone said Marymount, I would probably snap back--wa-ha! Now I'm sure everyone would assume I mean walls around Marymount that keeps us all trapped here with nothing to do but vegetate. Right? Well, no I don't mean that wall! If such a wall does exist, no, instead I think back to a short observation by Rev. Malcolm Smith, director of the Marymount College. The action is always moving and there is always movement. The cost of an admission ticket is well worth the enjoyment.

About Walls, Cars, and People

Little Mary Sunshine opened this weekend on campus. The two act musical comedy is an excellent presentation of slapstick humor. In the tradition of such greats as Charlie Chaplin and Groucho Marx, the lines are corny, the situations strongly resemble Dudley DeWright and the North-West Mounted. The show is a well-staged farce from beginning to end.

The story involves the rangers' assignment to bring in yellow Feather, one of the few remaining Kadota Indians. Intermixed with the rangers' adventures are scenes from the mountain air. Captain Big, the mountain ranger, is in continual pursuit of Little Mary sunshine, owner of the mountain Inn. Corporal Billy Jester forgives Naughty Nancy Twinkle's romantic indiscretions and General Os- car Fairfax has more going for him than Henry Kissinger in eventually snatching the heart of Ernestine Von Liebedich, an opera singer staying at Mary's Inn.

The action on stage is always moving and, therefore, more enjoyable. The actors and actresses are in command of their stage presence. This is due to the endeavors of Mr. William Smith, director, and Mrs. Marilyn Remus, choreographer. Energy sustains a production like this and the energy on stage is obvious to anyone attending.

Little Mary Sunshine is a musical farce in the vein of slapstick comedy. The songs are almost all strong enough to keep the action is always moving. The cost of an admission ticket is well worth the enjoyment.

Daryl K. Smith can be seen sneering and snickering at every turn as the lovestruck captain Jim Warrington. His romantic interest, Mary Sunshine, is portrayed by Beth Condor as a sweet little heroine with a big smile plastered on her face. She looks very much like a smiling robot, Nicholas C. Gagliano Jr., does much of with his part as the0 hopeless Corporal Billy Jester and adds much comic relief to the show. Nancy Twinkle fits Barbara Ann Vogel like a glove and B.J. Schwartz is precious as Ernestine. The influence of Charlie Chap- line is obvious in Falzone's portrayal of Mary sunshine. Falzone is chief Brown Bear. His mere presence on stage is enough to draw a laugh. He, like Daryl Smith, never leaves character and adds greatly to the show.

The rangers and the girls should not be overlooked because their dances and songs help keep the show moving. The hard work they put into rehearsals is evident in their performance. They add a great deal of energy to the show as well as enjoyment to the viewer.

Little Mary Sunshine is a musical farce in the vein of slapstick comedy. The songs are almost all strong enough to keep the action is always moving. The cost of an admission ticket is well worth the enjoyment.

Daryl Smith Basking in the Spotlight
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Howie Does It All

Psychology teacher, Mr. Howie, has many roles at Marymount. Mr. Ken Howie has many roles at Marymount. Mr. Howie interviewed Mr. Howie to find out how he handles these different tasks.

A native of Pennsylvania, Mr. Howie attended Juniata College in Pa., and received a B.S. in Biology. Then went on to receive his M.A. (Psychology) at Westminster College in his home state. He has a wife and 2 year-old son, and taught for five years, two in public school and three in private schools, all in Maryland. He was also counselor, teacher, and coach of the basketball team and the tennis team.

When asked about his origins, Mr. Howie stated, "Certainly I am a Marylander; Mr. Howie said that he would like to see that the majority of my origins are Maryland. One other thing was very good, otherwise I don't know how it got to you right now. Marymount has a beautiful campus and is located in a wonderful area which is itself makes Marymount, most appealing. More important, I feel Maryland offers an excellent private, co-educational college environment, and also has great potential in terms of future development. Perhaps, did have second thoughts about the type of student and faculty I might encounter, though I feel that's quite natural in entering a new job and new environment."

We asked him whether his impressions had changed much since then, and he answered, "Have I changed?" Not really, M.M. It is pretty much what I expected it to be or at least hoped it would be. Furthermore, I've found the people here to be most co-operative and friendly. That includes both students and staff. I consider myself quite fortunate and I only hope I can do my part in contributing to Marymount!"

Howie told us about the tennis classes doing, we asked, "The tennis players I've been working with are beginning to show progress. Tennis is starting to be a game and it takes a lot of practice and time to become a good tennis player." He added, "Out next question was a "weirdo" one. Who are the better tennis players at Marymount, girls or boys? Mr. Howie said, "That question may not be fair to ask if I had to choose. I would say the best tennis players I've seen here are female. But you must consider the emphasis on tennis at Marymount has been towards the girls, not the boys. On the Rings-King match, Mr. Howie said, he had thought Biggs would win, but Biggs seemed to prove she was capable of being added that he didn't think of females as the weaker sex!"

And what does he prefer to teach, tennis or psychology? He replied, "Actually I couldn't say I prefer either one over the other, I thoroughly enjoy the combination of the two. Teaching, to me, is a very rewarding experience both in the academic and physical education areas. I've firm belief that who are people who are active both mentally and physically are the most enjoyment out of life." Comparing teaching a Marymount to his previous job, Mr. Howie commented that, "Teaching a college level is much more stimulating. I have a strong desire to learn in college and high school, they're more mature, more critical, and they can relate better. I think I can sum it up into 4 points:

1. It makes it easier to teach college than high school.
2. A-Matriculat medical covered is more comprehensive. 3. The whole community atmosphere is different with dorm living, the students participate together in academic pursuits. 4. It's fairly critical period in development more important in their careers. I also enjoy the college staff better, it is a more unity, not like we have just our own little job and that's it, we try to get more involved."

As far as changes Mr. Howie plans to make in psychology and psychology, he felt that there could be more group instruction. Also, with more scheduled time periods, instead of 12 students meeting at one time a week, he would have then broken up into smaller groups a few times a week. This would result in more attention to each person and also more group instruction. He also would like to see an internials team right now is very improbable due to the fact that between the tennis term and classes, there isn't enough courts or people who are interested in the game. We also are not to discover various problems but to help the students to clearly understand the student's growth and development. And finally, we asked him the ultimate question: "Do you enjoy teaching here?" Of course, he answered, "I find it very interesting, quite stimulating and many times quite challenging!"

Measurement course students then could actually use and administered various tests for scoring and interpretation. In Abnormal Psychology, if students could have the exposure of using actual cases such as situations and prisons, they understand alike more than any school book teacher. And lastly, in his psychology classes he felt there should be a greater emphasis on a Biological approaches, I might be the most useful psychology's in the state it's in today. They would learn in terms of past accomplishments in a chronologically and that they did what they did, not only what they did."

Mr. Howie had a very definitive statement that he wished to make about counseling. "The primary task in counseling is to facilitate development. It is apart of the whole broad educational process that extends from the time the student arrives till the day he departs. Unfortunately, I feel that the average student has not undergone or utilized the available services to their advantage. Too many people feel that counseling is strictly for academic or vocational problems. Yes, this is an important part of the picture, however, we have the need for personal or individual attention has been under-emphasized. Every person, at some time needs someone to talk with, and I feel that the typical student feels that there is no one available to listen and help with many personal problems and situations."

"I would hope that every student here at Marymount is aware that Student Services offers the opportunity of counseling. The counseling staff is composed of a few counselors who are interested in counseling for individual needs and general feelings about school, themselves, or any other areas that are of major concern."

"In conclusion, I would say that many students have feelings of anxiety and feel that no one is concerned with their problems. Students must begin to realize that the counselors do have a genuine and sincere interest in each and every student. Furthermore, students should be aware if the policy of confidentiality that is, if an individual reveals his thoughts and feelings, they can be sure any of these attitudes etc. will not be held against them or revealed to any other individual without their direct consent of the student."

To Marymount, I would like to say that our goal is not to discover various problems but to help the students to clearly understand the student's growth and development. And finally, we asked the student the ultimate question: "Do you enjoy teaching here?" Of course, he answered, "I find it very interesting, quite stimulating and many times quite challenging!"
Ross was dead, to begin with. There was no doubt about it. For weeks, the third floor of Trinity was dark. Had the good Doctor been alive, his 200-watt smile could have illuminated the entire floor even as he slept.

Although he had not seen the body, Janie knew her partner was nowhere to be found. She offered to check signs, but for some unexplainable reason, he could not bring himself to face how his name was spelled at the nameplate. There it sat: Ross, the late: Quiet-Yet-Certified Public Accountant.

Hanley looked at the sign and someone in him decided to ignore it. It seemed more than a ghost from the past.

"Cratchedo! the old man screamed.

The little assistant-undertaker, the film-food-committee-bookkeeper scurried into the room.

"Sir?" he chirped.

I don't care what your name is, I asked Hanley, "Did you exist...or...balance the funds?"

Don't you know I can wait until after zee holidays?"

"Holidays?"

"Creamees, sir. Creamees...sir. Christmas, Bah Humbug!"

"Sir, sir, I've spent holidays with mine little buddy, Tiny Welden. He once even wrote a letter to me."

"What?...Oh...12:00..." Janie sat in our heart desises. He never usually had elephants until around 1:00.

"I don't care about your hungry life!" cried Hanley, "You will not go home until you balance those accounts! Get to work!

Hanley massaged his neck from the chirping head. He moaned turned and walked out, squeaking only to himself.

Hanley decided that he had had enough of the third floor. He felt the time was right to have a keg party going on. He drove to the Boca Lounge. Arnies Army T-shirt and Hanley, Hanley looked at the food budget...and heard the music swelled up in pure shock.

"Oh, Horace, I love you! Why won't you marry me?"

"I would but it's not the time..."

"Oh what, Richard? Please make me a happy man!"

"It's just that, I've become an attached to my Teddy Bear."

"Must fly away to the convent!"

The little man stepped up and Hanley turned to face the Ghost of Christmas Past but he was gone. In his place stood a cute little chub of a girl. Her blond hair swelling into little pigtails that danced before her shoulders. She was dressed in a lacy white nightgown.

"Not that! The one of mine..."

"Ha! You fooled me!"

"I'm talking about your treatment of the people under you, particularly kind and lovely Cratchedo!"

"That lousy..."

"Well, he's worked hard all his life just to start up mine little chapel.

"HE worked hard!" beloved Hanley.

"Yes. For all my life by hawking used golf balls!"

"That's where you got your nickname!"

"Scrooge," said Ross.

"Well. I am going to take you all through your life, even the parts you haven't been through yet."

"Don't do it!"

"No!"

"What nickname."

"Scrooge," answered Ross.

"Well, I am going to take you all through your life, even the parts you haven't been through yet."

"No!"

With a whoosh, they were gone. It was the Marymount cafeteria. There was a big crowd and Hanley knew it must be that because students were actually talking to each other. Suddenly a hum-sized hand dropped down on his shoulder. He turned swiftly to face his old friend, Stafford Money.

"Staff!

Not anymore, Dickie-baby. I'm now the Ghost of Christmas Past."

"My God, that's another story. Look to that table."

Hanley squinted and pointed his finger.

There, sitting on two stolen Howard robinson chairs, were two young people. On closer inspection, Hanley saw it was none other than himself and his beloved, the fair Miss Kelleher, a score of years before.

"She heard you speak."

"Oh, Richard, I love you! Why won't you marry me?"

"I would but it's just that..."

"Oh what, Richard? Please make me a happy man!"

"It's just that, I've become attached to my Teddy Bear."

"Must fly away to the convent!"

The little man stepped up and Hanley turned to face the Ghost of Christmas Past but he was gone. In his place stood a cute little chub of a girl. Her blond hair swelling into little pigtails that danced before her shoulders. She was dressed in a lacy white nightgown.

"Cratchedo!" he whispered in pure shock.

The little man stepped up to the grave and looked down at it. For a moment, Hanley almost thought his assistant-arch-enemy was measuring for him. Then Cratchedo raised his thumb to his nose and let loose a Bronx Cheer that sprayed saliva over the plot.

"Oh Spirit, NO, NO!" cried Hanley. "I repent! I repent!"

"Good," said the now-reappeared Ghost of Ross. "Now I can go back to sleep." The President raised his hands and, in the twinkling of an instant, Hanley found himself on his back outside a temper­ment door. His eyes trav­eled to the nameplate..."

"Crandosho!"

"Okay, young man! I must beg your eternal forgiveness."

He hanged on the door and heard a clip-clopping noise on the other side of the portal. With a scream, it opened and there stood Tiny Welden, balanced on a pair of crutches.

"Little boy! Why did you stay on the crutches?"

"No reason," said Tiny Welden. "but you never know. It's better to be safe than sorry!"

"Oh well," sighed Hanley. "Is your father home?"

"Sure."

"Quark as a winkle, Tiny Welden pulled a piece of choose from his pocket and his father came running.

"Moosetar Hanley! What do you do here?"

I came to wish you a very merry Christmas, my dear Mr. Cratchedo and give you a well-deserved bonus."

With that, Hanley wrote out a check for $500 and handed it to the little man.

"1940-Not-Soon-Enough"

"I've been so good," grumbled Tiny Welden. "Now all we need is another bonus, so put some money in that bag that you're wearing."

"No! I'll use those mon­ey to start mine own mine little hustle! I can see see now. Cratchedo and been Bah Bah Bah! No more! I don't...I don't... die! I'm going to stay and watch records of "I Love Lucy."

"And sacred finger," said the celestic Hanley, "I will be your business manager!"

"Cratchedo looked to the mine-humble man and with a twinkle in his eye, said..."

"Bah Humbug."
FOCO: CRAZY EYES

A season’s rockin’ good-time, tatt of the earth type ‘o’ bands don’t ty that the Shoetree. Why Shoetree? Dereal. Dereal now colder as hell er high water at even approaches the kinda spirals they draw from mah soul, cept maybe Corray Twitty. What with all dat good strummin’ sty a pickin’ you’d look people’s catch on to more as tyed be, but I’ll be daggarned giggled this here spinnin’ on da gramophone den git em.

There’s some real fine singin’ an do de’in for little Molly and Becky, an nere’s even some dat rock crap for da teens but me an my Thistle we has hear done slow kinda lack of Lennon’s realistic rock lp to emerge from the right smack dab to pickin’ an grinnin’ some seemingly out to get us all. Gus Trudgeon on singin’ an do ce do’in for world. ings thwardering ecclesias - little Molly and Becky, an McCartney has increas- tic organ and some point- rock crap fer da teens but bulldozer proportions and effective if we hadn’t nere’s even some oh dat ed his dosage of sugar to less echo that could be you’d tink people’d catch pursued his own direction of it. It’s just somehow except mabe Conway Twitty. musically merited since Girls, Jamaica Jerk offs What ‘with all dat good the shattering eruption. It and Elton is loving every be, but ain’t no band come hell er beginning , calling for help. There are proaches the kinda spirits Lennon’s previous com- Marilyn Monroe, Bennie
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We do anything for you.

By Ronald Falton

shallow that it seen all men as trying to escape into the cliches of old movies to achieve a sense of security. This inability to look beyond the obvious makes the film appear as naive that it becomes even more laughable than the old movies it tries to satire.

Yel Bryaner has little to do than stare villainously as one of the murderous machines. Benjamin does little more than move around using his dumb “awe-shucks” routine. James Brolin, no doubt taking his vacation from a lucrative doctor’s practice, shows that if he doesn’t have a great sense of comic timing, at least he can look somewhat amiable on the screen.

If the director had settled on making this purely science fiction, he would probably have suc- ceeded. But being the ambitious type, he tried to take too many statements in too little time. If anything can really be said about the man, it is that he tried to make a statement about the man-

Boca Italian Restaurant

and Pizzeria

MIDWEEK 10:30-12:00

180 S. FEDERAL HIGHWAY

BOCA RATON, Florida

SUNDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
DRAFT BEER 20c
PITCHERS LARGE $1.50
PITCHERS SMALL $.75

395-9878

1979 N. FEDERAL HIGHWAY BOCA RATON
(Right Behind the Ranch House)

We didn’t get to be the leading bank in any part of the area, because of our complete facilities. Or comprehensive services. Or convenient location.

We got to be the leading bank in Boca because of our attitude.

We’d do anything for you.

First Bank and Trust
Company of Boca Raton N.A.

Boca Raton, Florida 33432
(305) 395-4420

A Fitch Blythman Bank Member F.D.I.C.
Reflections on why walls exist usually leads to a more thorough understanding of our country’s problems. It does not mean our walls serve one of two purposes: either to be re-elected, who doesn’t even bother to visit his home state constituents who are using the rhetoric of the 1960’s and 1980’s, and with shifts his position each time the party line changes in the issues.

At the end of many months of reading, listening, thinking and re-evaluating, Americans can destroy the political career of those who have forgotten the common man of this nation. Jefferson believed in the people, why for God’s sake can’t our chosen representatives do the same thing? Yet, the people are out of the political arena and common man of America is in the hands of corporate giants and corporate lobbyists. Let them remind the public of people living at our present system’s basic principles and institutions and the conditioning process of political socialization, which stretches from childhood to the grave. Only with such a critical appraisal can we hope to increase in knowledge and hopefully progressive directions in the future.

To end this one must set the political opportunists of today. True, the corruption of Watergate, the arrogance of Richard Nixon and the rise of inflation and the oil crisis have dulled our senses. Yet, let us remember that an instrument of increasing Congressional accountability to the common man, hopefully curtailting some of the vast power of the modern American Presidency. This Congressional relationship to the people is the only way of counter-balancing the situation of elected officials, who grovel before the corporate power of the military-industrial-bureaucratic complex.

Such a complex must be faced by the small inventors, the common laborer, the individual housewife and a host of other so-called “little people.” Let them tell Washington what they want for their tax dollar. Let them break the political chains which have held them for so long; accepting the toil of the corporate giants and playing mistress to the sharp tuxedoed lobbyists. Let them remind the power centers of Congress that the lower and middle class pay for the gasoline that powers the locomotives of the Washington crowd. To reach the individuals through the individual or bloc use of the vote Americans must consider the voting records of all men in Congress, whether he is Sam Ervin, Strom Thurmond, Edward Kennedy, or Mills or a first year Senator or Representative. Citizens must read a wide spectrum of editorials and reports such as the ones produced by Ralph Nader on the abuses and illegal and unethical Congressional power statements by the League of Women Voters, the Americans for Democratic Action and follow closely the changing political rhetoric of new and representatives from their own state. In this way in man can discover who voted for the Russian wheat deal; who voted for duopolies to sell more oil abroad even with an impending energy crisis; who has consistently supported Supreme Court decisions such as the no-knock law, which curtails First Amendment freedoms, and who has voted for increased military spending at the expense of education.
Winter 5262

Best staying in there!

We surveyed the brings my presents drank in 'Cuse.

Boca
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Have you ever wondered who organizes most of the activities for students on campus? The Student Activities Committee can be thanked for this, and, more specifically, Mary McCausland, chairwoman. This is a most thankless position for which Mary has done a magnificent job, considering she is a full-time student. Being a student, Mary feels bad about not being able to give more time to activities, but she has a responsibility to her schoolwork that can't be overlooked. She should be getting more student support and, hopefully, better understanding from the administration. If we weren't so selfish and gave up a little bit of our time we could all benefit. Think about it.

Phil Beninato
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Clay it Again Sam
Salvatore A. Zagami, born 9-7-53 in Norwich, New York; Nationality: Italian. Honors awarded: a member of the National Honor Society, Phi Theta Kappa and an entry in the Who's Who Among Students in American Junior Colleges.

This description, included in a circular which was around campus the first few days of the semester, belongs to one of the most talented and versatile students on campus. Sam Zagami is involved in school in life, in art. His art is what wins him most of his recognition. His most recent showing was in the Boca Raton Art Guild in which he took a second and third.

Recently his work was admired by Prof. Robert Keller of Binghamton University, where it is in exhibit at Thornbrook Hall in New York. Right now Sam is a junior at F.A.U., where he is working for a B.A. and a Master's. He intends to become an art teacher when he is done with school.

Starting in January he will begin to enter several exhibitions in Boca Raton and surrounding areas. You are invited to attend.

Dear Doctor,
In the dorms there are soda machines, in the cafetria a cigarette machine. At night after the cafetria has closed people get hungry and have to go all the way to the Ratskeller in Patton to get a snack. I believe that the school should install at least a cigarette machine in each dorm and a sandwich machine adjacent to the soda machine. People who have transportation don't like to go to town due to the gas situation. Granted, the "Ratskeller" will have sandwiches, but that will close at a certain hour. I believe the students would be able to cope with not breaking into them, the soda machines have proven that. The machines in Patton were vandalized, not robbed, due to malfunction.

-Keith Pope

Dear Worried,
I have a little trouble trying to graduate. I've been going for two years and I'm still six credits short. The problem is getting me down because I was six credits short when I got here. What can I do?

Troubled

Dear Troubled,
I would go see my advisor and then make an appointment to see a psychiatrist. Do it quickly!

Dear Doctor,
I think my boyfriend is losing interest in me. Our first two dates were great but since then I only see him at meals and every night after midnight. Do you think he is using me?

Uncertain

Dear Using? How did you guess? He's destroying my confidence. I'm smarten up and enjoy yourself with someone who appreciates your company as well as your looks.

Letters to the Editor
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Dr. Truth
The student advisor

Dear Doctor,
I have a little trouble trying to graduate. I've been going for two years and I'm still six credits short. The problem is getting me down because I was six credits short when I got here. What can I do?

Troubled

Dear Troubled,
I would go see my advisor and then make an appointment to see a psychiatrist. Do it quickly!

Dear Doctor,
I think my boyfriend is losing interest in me. Our first two dates were great but since then I only see him at meals and every night after midnight. Do you think he is using me?

Uncertain

Dear Using? How did you guess? He's destroying my confidence. I'm smarten up and enjoy yourself with some one who appreciates your company as well as your looks.

Dear Doctor,
Dear Doctor,
As to today's editorial, I don't believe it is because the pre-registration process is not organized. The answer to organization seems simple:

1. Have pre-registration over a couple of days. Taking one day off to register 450 students just doesn't work.
2. The first group of students to register should be those who intend to graduate (senior or sophomore). The reason for this is that those graduating should know what courses they need to graduate and should take only a short time with their advisors. And even if those who intend to graduate are not sure what courses they need, it is important that they find out.
3. Give the student appointments, a certain time when each is to see his advisor, not a "see me tomorrow" or "come by this week." What is needed is a time slot for the students to come in.
4. Give each student a schedule of classes ahead of time. I believe these ideas would work and would create a less frustrated student and a happier advisor. (Maybe Tom could even eat his lunch in the cafeteria).

Dear Doctor,
Every time I go in the upper division classroom in Trinity I get this feeling I'm in first grade again. Could it be the designs on the wall?

Warried in Wisted

Dear Worried,
Don't look at the mouse as a mouse. Look at it as a redesign. Try to determine what kind of flowers are painted on the wall. It can be quite a rewarding experience.

Dear Doctor,
My problem is my boyfriend. He is insanely jealous and won't let me out of his room I never got to register for classes at the beginning of the year. He even brings meals to me so he can see me in the cafetria. I have no tan and my parents are going to be suspicious at Christmas. What is wrong with my boyfriend?

Paleface in Patton

Dear Paleface,
What is wrong with him? What is wrong with you? You should go all out for the service, steady companionship and a lot of time to think. As for your tan, have your boyfriend buy you some "quick-tan" lotion.

Dear Doctor,
I don't think you can really help me but I'll feel better getting tails off my chest. My problem is fried chicken. I love it and can't get enough of it. Every time I just think about Colonel Sanders I get crazy. I feel better talking about it. Thank you for your time and please don't print my name.

Dan Prattick

Dear Dr. Truth,
I'm having a little trouble trying to graduate. I've been going for two years and I'm still six credits short. The problem is getting me down because I was six credits short when I got here. What can I do?

Troubled

Dear Troubled,
I would go see my advisor and then make an appointment to see a psychiatrist. Do it quickly!

Dear Doctor,
I think my boyfriend is losing interest in me. Our first two dates were great but since then I only see him at meals and every night after midnight. Do you think he is using me?

Uncertain

Dear Using? How did you guess? He's destroying my confidence. I'm smarten up and enjoy yourself with someone who appreciates your company as well as your looks.

Letters to the Editor

Dear Doctor,
...
Recently the finals of the Boca Raton Municipal Park Tennis Championships were held. It was a clean sweep by the Marymount Tennis Team. There were four girls from the Marymount team entered in the tournament. In the singles competition, Twyla Lareina & Billie Abney in doubles, Chris Hovorka and Carrie Meyers won the singles competition with Billie Abney taking second place. Chris Hovorka and Carrie Meyer took first place in the doubles competition. Their score in the finals was 6-0, 6-1. It would appear that Marymount College has an excellent tennis team. The members of the team are to be congratulated for their hard work and perseverance. Greg Leazer

The basketball team has opened the season strongly aware of one factor, height is the name of the game. Our poor showing to date can be reflected by the fact that we don’t have any big men on the squad. Collegiate basketball almost dictates that at least one or two men be 6’6” or taller. It is in this area that the team has met it’s Waterloo. Our season record of 1 win and 1 loss does not do justice to the efforts of the players and coach. Many hard hours are spent in practice and this should be recognized because the team players are giving their all on the court. It should also be noted that two of our losses were decided by a scant point.

Jeff Sarno deserves special mention among the players. He is the leading scorer and one of the hardest playing men on the court. Kevin Leahy, Mike Ryan and John Leach have done well as ball-hander and Franck Zaccanelli has been superb, offensively as well as defensively. Tim Fogarty, Mike Kolb, Cliff Beck and Tim Wahl have absorbed the punishment of playing under the boards. Some nights it must feel like it is never going to end. The team has enjoyed good student support. Let us keep giving this support, keeping in mind that the season is young and realizing that there is always next year.

Dickie Carville, Mario Mariani and Tom Hickman were strong all year but got real tough at the end of the season with the strong play of Greg Malfitano at goalie: Greg should be commended for this was his first year playing soccer.

The team members want to thank the faculty and student body for their support and expressed their desire for more help from the professor department in the areas of recruitment and funding. With help from us all, the team will really go somewhere!!

Our soccer team ended their season respectively this year with 4 wins, 7 losses, and three ties. The team played admirably all year and were finally molded into a playing unit at the end of the season. This can be attributed to the fine coaching work of Enos Russell. The team should really be a force to reckon with next year under his leadership. Captain Oscar Navarro led all scorers with 13 goals. Other outstanding offensive players were Clancy Dennis, Simon Bratt and Scott Westbrook. The defense, bolstered by Dickie Carville, Mario Mariani and Tom Hickman, was strong all year but got real tough at the end of the season with the strong play of Greg Malfitano at goalie: Greg should be commended for this was his first year playing soccer.

The team members want to thank the faculty and student body for their support and expressed their desire for more help from the professor department in the areas of recruitment and funding. With help from us all, the team will really go somewhere!!

Captain Oscar Navarro led all scorers with 13 goals. Other outstanding offensive players were Clancy Dennis, Simon Bratt and Scott Westbrook. The defense, bolstered by Dickie Carville, Mario Mariani and Tom Hickman, was strong all year but got real tough at the end of the season with the strong play of Greg Malfitano at goalie: Greg should be commended for this was his first year playing soccer.

The team members want to thank the faculty and student body for their support and expressed their desire for more help from the professor department in the areas of recruitment and funding. With help from us all, the team will really go somewhere!!

Eve Lareina won the singles competition with Marymount College has an excellent tennis team. The members of the team are to be congratulated for their hard work and perseverance. Greg Leazer

Our season record of 1 win and 1 loss does not do justice to the efforts of the players and coach. Many hard hours are spent in practice and this should be recognized because the team players are giving their all on the court. It should also be noted that two of our losses were decided by a scant point.

Jeff Sarno deserves special mention among the players. He is the leading scorer and one of the hardest playing men on the court. Kevin Leahy, Mike Ryan and John Leach have done well as ball-hander and Franck Zaccanelli has been superb, offensively as well as defensively. Tim Fogarty, Mike Kolb, Cliff Beck and Tim Wahl have absorbed the punishment of playing under the boards. Some nights it must feel like it is never going to end. The team has enjoyed good student support. Let us keep giving this support, keeping in mind that the season is young and realizing that there is always next year.

Our soccer team ended their season respectively this year with 4 wins, 7 losses, and three ties. The team played admirably all year and were finally molded into a playing unit at the end of the season. This can be attributed to the fine coaching work of Enos Russell. The team should really be a force to reckon with next year under his leadership. Captain Oscar Navarro led all scorers with 13 goals. Other outstanding offensive players were Clancy Dennis, Simon Bratt and Scott Westbrook. The defense, bolstered by Dickie Carville, Mario Mariani and Tom Hickman, was strong all year but got real tough at the end of the season with the strong play of Greg Malfitano at goalie: Greg should be commended for this was his first year playing soccer.

The team members want to thank the faculty and student body for their support and expressed their desire for more help from the professor department in the areas of recruitment and funding. With help from us all, the team will really go somewhere!!

Dickie Carville, Mario Mariani and Tom Hickman, were strong all year but got real tough at the end of the season with the strong play of Greg Malfitano at goalie: Greg should be commended for this was his first year playing soccer.

The team members want to thank the faculty and student body for their support and expressed their desire for more help from the professor department in the areas of recruitment and funding. With help from us all, the team will really go somewhere!!

Our soccer team ended their season respectively this year with 4 wins, 7 losses, and three ties. The team played admirably all year and were finally molded into a playing unit at the end of the season. This can be attributed to the fine coaching work of Enos Russell. The team should really be a force to reckon with next year under his leadership. Captain Oscar Navarro led all scorers with 13 goals. Other outstanding offensive players were Clancy Dennis, Simon Bratt and Scott Westbrook. The defense, bolstered by Dickie Carville, Mario Mariani and Tom Hickman, was strong all year but got real tough at the end of the season with the strong play of Greg Malfitano at goalie: Greg should be commended for this was his first year playing soccer.

The team members want to thank the faculty and student body for their support and expressed their desire for more help from the professor department in the areas of recruitment and funding. With help from us all, the team will really go somewhere!!